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Dedication:

Authors & Illustrators:
Isaac “A Cool Nickname” Dalumpines

- “Hey have you got your photos printed? Bogos binted? What? *Minecraft cave
noise* They really needed things to type here to subscribe to Chenachers on
youtube.com”

Nathan “StingRay” Furtado
- “We’re here for a reason today, some righteous plan by fate that brought us

together in this specific place today?”
Cate “The Dream Sequencer” Cimarelli

- I like writing mildly unclear dream sequences
Samuel “Immense Series of Rat Droppings” Gordon

- Loved my team, especially love Two Time Academy Award Winning Actor
Denzel Washington ❤

Ashlea “Deteriorating Victorian Library” Bartlett-Baker
- Spread my ashes in an old library

Darcy “Da Bomb” Makin
- Hey, the name’s D. Bacon and I hope that you hadn’t felt hornswoggled with your

experience reading our book, that would not be very epic.
Xavier “President” Millan

- Kinda cringe and sub to ChinaMan
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYw7i_lC8kEAazlzJ81EAOg

Anne “Knows How Hearts Work” Charlotte Lazaro
- I forgot to eat breakfast for this. Hearts are interesting organs.

Samantha “Fiery Pineapple” Merin
- HI I SLEPT 3 HOURS PRIOR TO THIS PLS PAY ATTENTION TO MY ART

HAAHAH I’M SLEEP DEPRIVED <3
Olivia “Eshay” Kastoriadis

- I AM THE HOLY OLIVE OIL WORSHIP MEEEEEE;)

Special Thanks:
Heidi Pardinas, Kezi Todd, Jessica Read, Emma van Wees, Meryem McLeod and all
other teachers assisting in this event and helping us work through it!
Thank you to all our incredible sponsors, we couldn’t have done this without you!
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Chapter 1 - The Library

Eleanor retrieved the blue bottle she had lost her grip on in her rush toward the grand
library in front of her. The heavy rain wasn’t an uncommon occurrence in Australia,
especially not during the winter. The library’s structure had slowly deteriorated over the
many years since it’s construction, which could be seen in the mold growing in between
the frames of the pane glass windows that lined the crackling brick walls. She closed her
umbrella and attempted to glide through the double door entrance but was halted when
the ear-piercing squeak of the rusted hinges rang out through the room. The various
visitors which had been contained within the library stared at Eleanor who had broken the
peaceful silence. She made her way towards a vacant table avoiding the intense pairs of
eyes of every colour and leaving a trail of dripping water seeping into the wooden
floorboards.

After having just completed her duties as a nurse attending to each patient in need of
assistance, a tidal wave of exhaustion flowed quickly through her, with heavy limbs, she
let out a tired sigh. In denial of all the pressure she was putting on herself, she placed her
novel tote bag on the table. She reached into the ironic bag and struggled to pull out her
laptop. She had been putting off continuing her nursing objectives recently and wanted to
get back on track. She opened her laptop and started studying her nursing textbook.

Suddenly, bursting through the creaky doors came an energetic boy with no regard for the
quiet patience of the library’s attendance. The few other people in the building shot him
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an icy glare. Astonished by the boy’s lack of self-awareness, Eleanor turned toward him
immediately. The boy meandered forward, somehow having avoided every drop of rain
outside. Stepping on each crack in the floorboard, he turned to the doorway and whistled
to himself. This action had no apparent meaning to Eleanor until a majestic bald eagle
flew down elegantly and landed on his shoulder. She peered at him as he stroked what
appeared to be his pet eagle. The boy’s wild blonde hair with red frosted tips immediately
stood out to her, reminding her of a fiery pineapple.

“What a strange boy.”, she remarked to herself.

The boy continued to pet his eagle as he examined the dilapidated library that surrounded
him until eventually locking eyes with Eleanor, who quickly turned away, unsure of
whether to engage with him. He made his way over to the table and sat across from her,
smirking.

“It’s pretty rad, isn’t it?”, he boomed to Eleanor.
The boy had a heavy American accent which initially surprised Eleanor into silence.
“Yeah, most people can’t believe I was the first to domesticate an eagle, but they get used
to it over time. It’s basically just a flying puppy.”
She remained silent for the sake of restoring the library’s peacefulness which had been
destroyed by the boy’s grand entrance. Eventually she gave in and accepted his request to
talk.
“What’s its name?”
Amazed at the sudden question, it took the boy a moment to answer.
“Beagle. Beagle the Regal Eagle!”
“Well, say hello to Beagle for me.” she said hesitantly.
“My name’s Bradley by the way.”
“Eleanor”.

The pair remained silent for a moment continuing their respective activities. Eleanor tried
not to look at the boy and his intimidating bird who was perched on the table, monitoring
any passersby who dare tread near. It was strange because she had never met anyone as
extraordinarily eclectic as Bradley.

Eleanor was a fairly sheltered girl, she didn’t have many friends growing up and was
often cast out. She was an only child, her parents always supported her with all their
hearts and she studied hard to get her nursing degree. She always valued knowledge,
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keeping her head down in a good book, coming to this old library for comfort on a rainy
day not unlike this one. This library quickly became her safe space from the outside
world, an escape from reality into the world of fantasy or sci-fi.

Bradley brought this escape to life. He didn’t care what anyone thought and it never
mattered to him. Life was a breeze for him, yet Eleanor knew there was a naivety to his
self-sufficiency. He was so young, confident and brave, everything she wanted to be as a
kid. This bizarre American seemed so out of place in this small library in a small
Australian town.
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Chapter 2 - The Box

Eleanor regained her composure, trying to focus back on her work. He got up from his
seat and searched for a book to read. His bird turned to her and stared directly into her
eyes. The bird did not look away no matter how much she tried to ignore it. Bradley
returned having found no interest in any of the faded, forgotten books in the library.

“Do they have any comics?”
“Grow up”, quipped Eleanor,  rolling her eyes playfully.
Eleanor once again looked at the bird, questioning whether such an animal could ever be
tamed, seeing this, Brad speaks up
“I heard you guys down under have some form of connection with the land and its
animals, I think it kind of explains the situation with Beagle and I, we’re like family. Big
brother, little brother type of connection. He’s the big brother”

Eleanor wanted to add something but was still too perplexed by this young stranger.
Bradley suddenly sat up and was looking across the room.
“What’s that, dude?”

A lone box lay in the centre of a table not too far away from them. The plainness of the
package created an eerie sense of despair, an almost too normal feeling. Eleanor and
Bradley looked at each other, then the box, then at each other once again. She speaks up,
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“Was that always there?”.

“What do you think’s in it?” Bradley asks Eleanor.
“How did this even get here?” She responds.

He turns to the box again. His eyes are locked on as if he were targeting it. She could tell
that he wasn’t going to let it go, so she humoured him.
“It’s probably just some files or some old books”
“Yeah, but what if it isn’t? It could be anything, that’s the beauty of it, missy.”
Eleanor sighed but appreciated his statement.

“SHH”

Bradley mouths an apology across the library.
“Besides,” he whispers, “What if the box is here for a reason man, some righteous plan
by fate that brought us together in this specific place today?”

Eleanor initially finds this funny, but as she continues to think about it, her curiosity
builds and she genuinely considers whether there is some truth to Bradley’s peculiar
statements. There really was no limit to what could be inside it. Considering that it was in
a library it could only be something like 30 copies of The Very Hungry Caterpillar or a
set of mugs with “Librarian of the Year” printed on them.

But realistically, it could be anything. Anything you could think of has a chance to be
inside that plain brown box. A litter of puppies, an abundance of tennis balls, a stack of
dollar bills? It could even be absolutely nothing! Yet the uncertainty of what could be
inside distracted Eleanor from her work.

Neither of them can help but look at the box from time to time. There are unlimited
possibilities as to what it could contain.
“Maybe it’s a smaller box?” suggested Bradley
It’s become apparent that Brad had no real reason to enter the library besides to cause
chaos.
“You really are as smart as you look,” Eleanor replied jokingly.
“Fine, what if it’s something boring, like graphs or dictionaries”.
Eleanor looked over the box carefully. Bradley concentrates firmly on the box. After a
long time in silence, Brad finally puts forward his best idea...
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“Nope, definitely not something boring. It must be only one thing... Two Time Academy
Award Winning Actor Denzel Washington.”

It’s clear to Eleanor that this boy had completely and utterly out of his mind. An absolute
lunatic, she thought. But as she continued to glance at the box from time to time, his
words began having more influence on her and her curiosity grew.
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Chapter 3 - The Nurse

While the pair curiously glared at the box, the overly enthusiastic Bradley turned to her
and asked again, “So… what do YOU think is inside?”

She truly stopped and thought for a moment about what she imagined the box to be
holding. He really was right, they didn't know what could be in that box. she closed her
eyes and began visualising the contents of the mysterious box that had appeared there;

She told Bradley what she imagined would happen when she opened the box. Eleanor
imagined her hand had grasped at the box’s lid, lifting it up carefully. Lying inside was a
working defibrillator. A blunt ‘thud’ could be heard at the front desk. It sounded like a
body. Eleanor and Bradley sprinted to the desk and looked over, spotting the still body of
the librarian on the floor and a stack of knocked over books surrounding her.

“THE LIBRARIAN IS HAVING A HEART ATTACK-,” screamed Bradley.

Eleanor immediately turned to her work mode. A patient required her attention.  Despite
having no prior cardiology experience aside from some base training regarding
defibrillators, Eleanor threw herself across the table without missing a beat, reaching for
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the box in a frenzy and pulling out the defibrillator. With the machine in her hands, she
rushes over to the librarian, kneeling beside her.

“Bradley, call an ambulance. We may need back up,” she commanded.
“Ok man, I got it,” and gave her a weak thumbs up as he fumbled around his high-vis
vest pockets for his phone.

Eleanor rushed over to the librarian lying idle on the floor, she placed her cold fingers on
the side of her neck, checking her pulse but struggled to feel anything. A sudden panic
runs through her as her basic CPR training comes into practice, turning her head to the
side and doing rhythmed compressions on her chest keeping a steady 100 beats per
minute.

Eleanor replays ABBA’s ‘Dancing Queen’ in her head, using the beat to stay on track as
she was trained to do. After a few rounds of CPR, her pulse increased, but it was not yet
as steady as she had wanted it to be. She knew what her next move had to be.

Bradley yells over, “How come 911 isn’t working here?!”.

She carefully takes the defibrillator out of the box and places the adhesive pads of the
device onto the librarian’s chest perfectly, and waits patiently for the defibrillator to
analyse her patient’s heartbeat. She stands clear of her patient as the shocks course
through her, sending internal shockwaves to her heart allowing it to beat properly in
rhythm as it's supposed to. The dazed librarian blinks slowly, regaining some of her
consciousness back and takes in the surrounding situation.

“You're a real lifesaver, kind stranger! A true hero!,” the librarian yells in joy.
“Please take it easy, ma’am. You are still in a vulnerable state, and please, call me
Eleanor.”

The sound of sirens was amplified as the ambulance loomed closer, and came to a sudden
stop as it parked in front of the library. A team of paramedics rushed in and carried the
librarian away on a stretcher. Eleanor quickly informed them of the situation. The
paramedics praised her for her quick thinking and profusely thanked her for her actions
resulting in the survival of the librarian.
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Eleanor stands in front of the paramedics with a tired expression on her face, only glad
that the patient was safe and in good hands. Following the terrifying event at the library
that day, Eleanor’s medical career soared. She developed a reputation as a hero at the
hospital she worked in, ‘a passionate health care worker,’ all her coworkers said, ‘she can
do anything,’ all her patients said. She was always requested by the patients at the
hospital and she was always happy to help the people as much as she had always hoped
to.

She sharply snaps back to reality, feeling a bit embarrassed in how she got carried away
thinking about the box, despite at first believing that it was just a useless box with no
meaning. She looks around, specifically at Bradley who gives her a very unimpressed and
disinterested look.
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Chapter 4 - The Firework Technician

“No, no, no… That’s the most boring idea I’ve ever heard!”, exclaimed Brad. “Let me
tell you what is actually in that there box, Missy.”

Bradley begins spinning his own story, imagining the three of them (eagle included)
surrounding the table, box between them. Brad decided to rest his ear on the side of the
box. Through his years of training to become a fireworks technician, he had grown
accustomed to all things that went boom, and he knew what laid in that box was a part of
that group. He leapt from his chair startling the nurse that sat opposite him whilst
ensuring the safety of his animal companion. In a booming voice he shouted...

“BOMB!”

His voice echoed across the room. Suddenly feet began to press on the old floor boards as
something approached the group, it got louder as the mysterious force drew closer. The
party looked at the shadow coming towards them as it grew taller, a dominant figure
appeared in front of them.

“Keep it down here! This is a library for god's sake!”

The figure happened to be an old lady, which they deduced must have been the librarian.
She fixed a cold gaze to the group, she had acknowledged the bald eagle that rested on
Brad’s shoulder. Her face shifted from frustrated expression to an annoyed one.
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“Also, no pets allowed! Jeez, none of you kids know anything...”

She declared, crossing her arms as she looked down on them. Beagle taking offence to
her statement looked at her dead in the eyes, piercing them with his steely glare. From
under his wing he brandished a badge, sporting a golden shield with the letters ‘FBI’
inscribed. The librarian observes the badge in confusion, after studying the nature of the
bird, leaves the group.

“Are you sure about this?”

Eleanor said, puzzled as the technician and his eagle fiddled with the box.
“I am an expert of my field, if it goes boom I know what it does”, replied Brad, filled
with pride that could rival even that of the most fearsome lion. The two came to the
decision to open the box. Upon doing this, those at the table were greeted with a clutter of
wires all connected to a singular metal cylinder with a digital clock.

Brad’s pupils began to constrict as he saw that the clock presented five minutes with the
seconds slipping. His knowledge was only that of fireworks, he hadn’t the slightest idea
how to disarm a bomb, but he wasn’t about to tell Eleanor that.
As he further investigated the bomb, Beagle searched the vast library for any form of
cutting utensil, for Brad thought maybe cutting a red wire may solve this problem.

Eleanor remained seated, still doubting the firework technician and his animal
companion. The mighty eagle returned with a pair of scissors in his talons, handing them
to his master . Wiping the sweat from his brow he searched frantically for the red wire he
was so sure would fix the situation. Finally, it presented itself among the mess of wires,
Brad grasped it firmly and attempted to cut it, being precise and ensuring a clean cut, he
sliced through as the nurse watched anxiously.

Suddenly, the bomb began to beep rapidly,  hearing this Beagle grasped the bomb and
flew away from the table. When he was sure the explosion wouldn’t harm his friend and
their acquaintance he threw the bomb. A little time passes and the bomb goes off with a
thunderous bang! The library is now littered with wood chippings and paper scraps.

His ears still ringing, Brad searches the library for his heroic bird, calling his name. He
stumbles upon his animal companion as he whimpers. Comforting his friend with a
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heartfelt hug he notices the wounded librarian. Brad calls for Eleanor knowing her
profession in the hopes she’ll be able to aid them in helping the frail lady. Some time
passes, and through the expertise of Eleanor, they are able to heal the librarian. Brad
looks at the damage he caused, looks at his dear friend and says

“Now those are some gnarly fireworks!”
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Chapter 5 - The Reveal

“You have a very wild imagination”, said Eleanor.
“Better than your idea,” huffed Bradley

There was only one way to make him respect the silence of a library. Open the box.

After the two shared their ideas of what could be inside, Eleanor, having grown tired of
their debate, got up and made her way over to the box. They tentatively approached it,
both terrified and utterly confused. They each grab either side of the lid and slowly
remove it. As the box is opened Brad remarks,

“If this is just some graphs, I’m gonna be so mad.”

They threw the lid across the room, costing them angry glares from the librarian, and
immediately glanced into the box.
It seemed empty at first but after shaking the box around a single photograph floats out
and onto the floor. The two flipped over the photo which revealed a signed photo of Steve
Irwin with the inscription “Have a bloody good one, ya ripper!”.

“Who is this guy?” Bradley asked.

“He was an Australian Zookeeper who spent his time protecting wildlife.” Eleanor
replied.
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“So pretty much the same as a box full of graphs”

“No way, Steve Irwin was one of the greatest conservationists on earth.”
She thinks about the late Steve Irwin and looks at the wild haired boy before her.

“I hate to say it Bradley, but in a weird way you remind me of him, you guys both have
an affinity for animals.”

At first, the scarceness of the contents of the box made both of them a little disappointed.
The box could have had anything inside it, yet only contained a small piece of paper.
They looked at each other and chuckled at the extent their imagination had led them.

The disappointment faded away as they realised they could make the most out of this
situation. Eleanor and Bradley looked around and realised how this old library still has so
much life in it, and how they managed to fill an afternoon with nothing but their
imaginations. They came to the conclusion that if they sold the autographed picture of the
Aussie icon they could turn a profit of one hundred australian dollars,  they could then
give the money to the deteriorating library, after subtracting a ten percent finder's fee of
course.

After they gave their donation to the run down library, the three figures left. With the
remainder of their funds, Eleanor took Bradley down the road under her umbrella, talking
casually with him as if they were old friends.

“By the way, what’s a ‘ripper’?”. Bradley asked.
“I’m afraid I can’t help you with that one,” Eleanor remarked

They reached a local bakery and entered, and she said to him, saying “You’re about to try
the greatest food in this country.”
The man behind the counter produced a fresh meat pie for Bradley and his eagle. She
made sure to purchase several squeezable tommy sauce packets and acquire some
napkins to prepare for the saucy aftermath that Eleanor knew would come. After they
finished this delicious delicacy, Brad immediately required medical attention from the
third degree burns that he received from the meat pie, which Eleanor was glad to provide.

The End
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